Case Management System - KY Public Service Commission

Regular Cases Before the Commission as of May 30, 2020

2016-00370
CASE CODE
General Rates
Construct

UTILITIES:
Kentucky Utilities Company

INTERVENORS: AT&T Kentucky/Barberie-

HEARINGS:
05/11/17  Formal Hearing
05/10/17  Formal Hearing
05/09/17  Formal Hearing
04/25/17  Informal Conference
04/18/17  Public Meeting
04/12/17  Informal Conference
04/12/17  Public Meeting
03/28/17  Formal Hearing
01/23/17  Oral Argument

INDEX OF EVENTS:

12/05/19  Final Order Entered: 1. This case is opened to address certain outstanding petitions for confidential treatment. 2. The petitions for confidential treatment listed in Appendix B to this Order are granted. 3. The granting of these petitions shall not be cited as precedent in other proceedings before the Commission. 4. All movants shall review the petitions to determine if the material for which confidential treatment was requested still warrants confidential treatment. 5. A movant shall inform the Commission in writing, and filed in the original case file, if it determines that the information contained in a petition that is granted by this Order no longer warrants confidential treatment. 6. The Commission shall make available for inspection, upon request, any materials that a movant determines no longer warrants confidential treatment. 7. This case is closed and removed from the Commission's docket.

06/04/19  POST CASE: Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Filing of an annual report beginning June 1, 2018 detailing the information contained in the Companies Transmission System Improvement Plan ("TSIP").

04/18/19  POST CASE: M. Todd Osterloh Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government Notice of Filing Exhibit DJ-8

04/17/19  Order Entered: 1. KU's February 20, 2017 motion for confidential treatment and its March 13, 2017, revised motion for confidential treatment are granted. 2. LFUCG's March 3, 2017 motion for confidential treatment is denied as moot. 3. The designated materials for which confidential protection was granted shall not be placed in the public record or made available for public inspection for five years, or until further Orders of this Commission. 4. Within 30 days of the date of this Order, LFUCG shall file a revised Exhibit DJ-8 to the testimony of Douglas Jester reflecting as unredacted the material for which confidential protection was denied in ordering paragraph 2. 5. Use of the materials in question in any Commission proceeding shall be in compliance with 807 KAR 5:001, Section 13(9). 6. KU shall inform the Commission if the materials in question become publicly available or no longer qualify for confidential treatment.

04/17/19  Order Entered: 1. KU's February 27, 2017 motions for confidential treatment are granted. 2. The designated materials for which KU seeks confidential treatment in its first February 27, 2017 motion shall not be placed in the public record or made available for public inspection for an indefinite period or until further Orders of this Commission. 3. The designated materials for which KU seeks confidential treatment in its second February 27, 2017 motion shall not be placed in the public record or made available for public inspection for an indefinite period or until further Orders of this Commission. 4. Use of the materials in question in any Commission proceeding shall be in compliance with 807 KAR 5:001, Section 13(9). 5. KU shall inform the Commission if the materials in question become publicly available or no longer qualify for confidential treatment. 6. If a non-party to this proceeding requests to
inspect the materials granted confidential treatment by this Order and the period during which the materials have been granted confidential treatment has not run, then KU shall have 30 days from receipt of written notice of the request to demonstrate that the materials still fall within the exclusions from disclosure requirements established in KRS 61.878. If KU is unable to make such demonstration, the requested materials shall be made available for inspection. Otherwise, the Commission shall deny the request for inspection.

Order Entered: 1. KU's February 9, 2017 motion for confidential treatment is granted. 2. The designated material for which KU seeks confidential treatment shall not be placed in the public record or made available for public inspection for five years or until further Orders of this Commission. 3. Use of the material in question in any Commission proceeding shall be in compliance with 807 KAR 5:001, Section 13(9).
4. KU shall inform the Commission if the material in question becomes publicly available or no longer qualify for confidential treatment. 5. If a non-party to this proceeding requests to inspect the material granted confidential treatment by this Order and the period during which the material has been granted confidential treatment has not run, then KU shall have 20 days from receipt of written notice of the request to demonstrate that the material still fall within the exclusions from disclosure requirements established in KRS 61.878. If KU is unable to make such demonstration, the requested material shall be made available for inspection. Otherwise, the Commission shall deny the request for inspection. 6. The Commission shall not make the requested material available for inspection for 20 days following an Order finding that the material no longer qualifies for confidential treatment in order to allow KU to seek a remedy afforded by law.

POST CASE: Michael E. Hornung Kentucky Utilities Company

Kentucky Utilities Companies third report concerning the pilot school tariffs study.

Order Entered: 1. KU's November 23, 2016; December 8, 2016; January 25, 2017; and January 26, 2017 motions for confidential treatment are granted. 2. The designated materials for which KU seeks confidential treatment shall not be placed in the public record or made available for public inspection for five years, with the exception of the designated materials pertaining to critical infrastructure systems, or until further Orders of this Commission. 3. The designated materials pertaining to critical infrastructure systems shall not be placed in the public record or made available for public inspection for an indefinite period, or until further Orders of this Commission. 4. Use of the materials in question in any Commission proceeding shall be in compliance with 807 KAR 5:001, Section 13(9). 5. KU shall inform the Commission if the materials in question become publicly available or no longer qualify for confidential treatment. 6. If a non-party to this proceeding requests to inspect materials granted confidential treatment by this Order and the period during which the materials have been granted confidential treatment has not run, then KU shall have 20 days from receipt of written notice of request to demonstrate that materials still fall within the exclusions from disclosure requirements established in KRS 61.878. If KU is unable to make such demonstration, the requested materials shall be made available for inspection. Otherwise, Commission shall deny request for inspection.

POST CASE: Michael E. Hornung Kentucky Utilities Company

Submission of biannual School Pilot Report

POST CASE: Kentucky Utilities Company Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") and Louisville Gas and Electric Company ("LGE") are filing their Transmission System Improvement Plan Annual Report ("Transmission Plan Report").

POST CASE: Rick E. Lovekamp Kentucky Utilities Company Pursuant to Paragraph 7 of the Commissions Order dated June 22, 2017, KU submits the first report concerning the pilot school tariffs study.

POST CASE: Rick E. Lovekamp Kentucky Utilities Company Pursuant to Paragraph 8 of the Commissions Order dated June 22, 2017, please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Companies Response.

Order Entered: KIUC's petition for rehearing is denied.

Michael L. Kurtz, Esq., Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) Reply of Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers, Inc., (KIUC)

Gregory Dutton Kentucky League of Cities KLC Response in Opposition to KIUC

Robert C. Moore The Kroger Company  Read1st

Michael L. Kurtz, Esq., Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) Petition for Rehearing

POST CASE: Matt Malone Kentucky School Boards Association Proposed School Tariff Implementation Plan
07/13/17 POST CASE: Transcript of March 28, 2017 Informal Conference

06/29/17 Order Entered: 1. KU's motion to correct the Final Order is granted. 2. The Final Order is amended as described herein. 3. The rates and charges attached as Appendix B to the Final Order is stricken and superseded by Appendix B to this Order. 4. All other provisions of the Final Order shall remain in full force and effect.

06/23/17 Kendrick R. Riggs of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company KUs Mtn to Correct Order

06/22/17 Final Order Entered: 1. The rates and charges proposed by KU are denied. 2. KU's motions for leave to file the First and Second Stipulations are granted. 3. The First and Second Stipulations, attached hereto as Appendix A, (without exhibits) are approved with the modifications discussed herein. 4. The rates and charges in Appendix B, attached hereto, are fair, just, and reasonable for KU to charge for service rendered on and after July 1, 2017. 5. KU is granted a CPCN to implement the DA project as described in the application. 6. Within 30 days of the date of this Order, KSBA shall file with the Commission the process by which it will notify and select those schools that are eligible to participate in the pilot tariffs approved herein. 7. KU shall file reports with the Commission as directed herein which set out details concerning the pilot school tariffs study. 8. Within 90 days of the date of this Order, KU shall file a formal plan addressing how KU will mitigate the loss of the approximately 325 MW municipal load as discussed herein. 9. Beginning June 1, 2018, and continuing over the five-year Transmission Plan period, KU shall file an annual Transmission Plan report as discussed herein. 10. Within 20 days of the date of this Order, KU shall file with the Commission, using the Commission's electronic Tariff Filing System, its revised tariffs, including an index of communities served, as set forth in this Order reflecting that they were approved pursuant to this Order.

06/09/17 Memorandum dated 6-9 for a meeting held 4-11 summarizing the meeting

06/09/17 Memorandum dated 6/9 for meeting held 4/12 summarizing the meeting

06/09/17 Christopher M. Garrett Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Company Response to the Commission Staffs Second Post Hearing Request

06/06/17 Commission Staff's Second Post-Hearing Request for Information to Kentucky Utilities Company and Louisville Gas and Electric Company

06/02/17 Michael L. Kurtz, Esq., Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) Correspondence of Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers, Inc. (KIUC) re: School Rates

06/02/17 Matthew Malone Kentucky School Board Association KSBA Statement Concerning the Stipulation and Settlement

06/02/17 Kendrick R. Riggs of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company Post-Hearing Brief of KU-LGE re Pilot Rates

06/02/17 Joe F. Childers Alice Powell, Carl Vogel and Sierra Club Statement Concerning the Stipulation and Settlement on Behalf of Alice Powell, Carl Vogel, and Sierra Club

06/02/17 Mark E. Heath Wal-Mart Stores East, LP and Sams East, Inc. Statement Regarding Stipulation and Recommendation

06/02/17 Kent A Chandler Kentucky Office of the Attorney General Attorney Generals Brief on the Pilot Electric School Tariffs and Statement in Response to Commissions Order

06/02/17 Gregory T. Dutton Kentucky League of Cities Statement on Settlement and Stipulation

06/01/17 M Tod Osterloh LFUCG Statement Concerning Stipulation and Settlement

06/01/17 Matt Malone The Kentucky School Boards Association Memorandum Brief Regarding KRS 278.035

05/31/17 Robert C. Moore The Kroger Company Post-Hearing Brief of The Kroger Company

05/31/17 Michael L. Kurtz, Esq., Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) Post-Hearing Brief of Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers, Inc., (KIUC)

05/31/17 Kendrick R. Riggs of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company Post-Hearing Brief of KU and LGE

05/31/17 Cheryl R. Winn BellSouth Telecommunications, LLC d/b/a ATT Kentucky ATT Kentuckys Statement Concerning the Stipulations and Recommendation on the April 19, 2017, Stipulation

05/31/17 LW Cook OAG Joint Brief Regarding Residential Customer Charge

05/31/17 Bates and Skidmore Community Action Council for Lexington-Fayette, Bourbon, Harrison, and Nicholas Counties, Inc. Statement Concerning Optional Pilot Program for Schools

05/31/17 Janice Theriot Kentucky Cable Telecommunications Association KCTAs Statement Concerning the Stipulation and Settlement

05/30/17 Notice of Filing Transcript

05/26/17 Matt Malone The Kentucky School Boards Association Post Hearing Data Request Response

05/26/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companies ("KU") Responses to the Commission Staffs Post Hearing Request for Information.
05/25/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utility Companies ("KU") Supplemental Updates and Responses to the following:
- Filing Requirement: 807 KAR 5:001 Section 16(7)(o);
- Commission Staffs First Request for Information for Question Nos. 46, 53 and 60(c); and
- Commission Staffs Sec

05/25/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utility Companies ("KU") Supplemental Response to Question No. 19 of the Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers, Inc. Second Set of Data Requests.

05/25/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utility Companies ("KU") Supplemental Responses to Question Nos. 20, 22, and 125(b) of the Attorney General's Initial Data Requests for Information.

05/17/17 Robert C. Moore The Kroger Company The Kroger Company's Statement Concerning the Stipulation and Settlement

05/15/17 Notice of Filing Hearing Documents

05/12/17 COMMISSION STAFF'S POST-HEARING REQUEST FOR INFORMATION TO KENTUCKY SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION

05/12/17 COMMISSION STAFF'S POST-HEARING REQUEST FOR INFORMATION TO KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY AND LOUISVILLE GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

05/09/17 Joe F. Childers Alice Howell, Carl Vogel, and Sierra Club Entry of Appearance of Bethany N. Baxter on Behalf of Alice Howell, Carl Vogel, and Sierra Club

05/09/17 William Wheeler Public Comment

05/08/17 Jeremy Young Public Comment

05/05/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to the Commission Staffs Sixth Request for Information. 2016-00370.

05/05/17 Order Entered: Patrick W. Turner is admitted pro hac vice for the purpose of representing AT&T Kentucky in association with Ms. Winn in the above-styled proceeding, provided that Cheryl R. Winn or another member of the Kentucky Bar Association acts as co-counsel and is present at any and all proceedings before this Commission.

05/05/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Company is filing a Notarized Affidavit attesting to the publication of the Notice of Public Hearing pursuant to Ordering Paragraph (2) of the Commission's Order dated January 26, 2017. 2016-00370.

05/05/17 Doug Begley Public Comment

05/04/17 Kendrick R. Riggs of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company Second Joint Errata Filing of KU and LGE

05/04/17 Gerald E. Wuetcher Kentucky Utilities Company Joint Motion To File Testimony In Support of Second Stipulation

05/03/17 Order Entered: 1. All of the Utilities' employee witnesses as well as the Utilities' consultant witness Steve Seelye, KIUC's witness Stephen Baron, and KSBA's witness Ronald Willhite shall be at the hearing. 2. Any party that wishes to cross-examine any of the other witnesses shall file by May 5, 2017, a written notice setting forth the name of each witness to be cross-examined. 3. The parties shall be deemed to have waived cross-examination of any witness not required by the Commission to be at the hearing and not named by a party by May 5, 2017, to be cross-examined, and those witnesses are excused from attending the May 9, 2017 hearing. 4. The Utilities' joint motions to accept for filing the April 19 Stipulation, the May 1 Stipulation, and the tendered testimonies in support of the April 19 Stipulation are granted, and those documents are accepted for filing.

05/02/17 Cheryl R Winn BellSouth Telecommunications, LLC Motion for Admission Pro Hac Vice

05/02/17 COMMISSION STAFF'S SIXTH REQUEST FOR INFORMATION TO KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY AND LOUISVILLE GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

05/02/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companies ("KU" or "Company") Rebuttal Cost of Service Testimony of W. Steven Seelye.

05/02/17 Rose Arnold Public Comment

05/01/17 Gerald E. Wuetcher Kentucky Utilities Company Joint Motion Requesting Leave to File Second Stipulation and Recommendation

05/01/17 Cheryl R Winn BellSouth Telecommunications, LLC d/b/a ATT Kentucky Testimony Verification pages of Daniel Rhinehart, Kevin Early and Mark Peters

05/01/17 Memorandum dated 4/27/2017 for Informal Conference of 4/12/17, 4/13/17, and 4/17/17; Comments, if any, due within 5 days.

05/01/17 M Todd Osterloh LFUCG Resolution approving Stipulation and Recommendation
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04/28/17 Matthew Malone The Kentucky School Boards Association Response to Supplemental Data Requests
04/28/17 Gregory Dutton Kentucky League of Cities Response to RFI of KU
04/28/17 Janice Theriot Kentucky Cable Telecommunications Association KCTAs Request for Guidance on Hearing
04/28/17 Don C. A. Parker Wal-Mart Stores East, LP and Sams East, Inc. Walmarts Response to Kentucky Utilities Companys Supplemental Data Request
04/28/17 Rick E. Lovekamp Kentucky Utilities Company KU Responses to the Commission Staffs Fifth Request for Information
04/28/17 Michael L. Kurtz, Esq., Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) Responses of KIUC to Kentucky Utilities Company and Louisville Gas and Electric Companys Supplemental Request and Commission Staffs Second Request for Information
04/28/17 Faye Simpson and Nina Page Public Comments
04/27/17 Rick E. Lovekamp Kentucky Utilities Company KU Supplemental Responses to Question Nos. 46 and 60(c) of the Commission Staffs First Request for Information. Also, a Supplemental Response to Question No. 35 of the Commission Staffs Second Request for Information is being provided.
04/27/17 Rick E. Lovekamp Kentucky Utilities Company KU Supplemental Response to Question No. 19 of the Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers, Inc. Second Set of Data Requests
04/27/17 Rick E. Lovekamp Kentucky Utilities Company KU Supplemental Responses to Question Nos. 20, 22, and 125(b) of the Attorney Generals Initial Data Requests for Information
04/27/17 Kent A Chandler Kentucky Office of the Attorney General Attorney Generals Responses to Supplemental Data Requests and Motion to Deviate
04/26/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Joint Errata Filing of Kentucky Utilities Company and Louisville Gas and Electric Company for the filings made on 4/19/17 and 4/24/17.
04/26/17 Memorandum dated 4/26/2016 for Informal Conference of 4/25/2017; Comments, if any, due within five days of receipt
04/26/17 Order Entered: 1. The Utilities’ joint motion to schedule an informal conference is granted. 2. An informal conference shall be held on Tuesday, April 25, 2017, at 9:00 a.m. Eastern Daylight Time, at the Commission’s offices at 211 Sower Boulevard, Frankfort, Kentucky, for the limited purpose of discussing the issues in these non-consolidated proceedings relating to the Utilities’ proposed Pole and Structure Attachment Charges Rate Schedule.
04/24/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Joint Motion of Kentucky Utilities Company and Louisville Gas and Electric Company requesting leave to file the Stipulation Testimonies of Kent W. Blake, Robert M. Conroy, and W. Steven Seeley.
04/24/17 Lewis Clay Goebeler Public Comment
04/24/17 Public comments of Donna Goebeler
04/21/17 Kendrick R. Riggs Kentucky Utilities Company Joint Motion for Informal Conference
04/21/17 Kendrick R. Riggs Kentucky Utilities Company Supplemental Data Requests
04/21/17 Commission Staffs Second Request for Information to Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers, Inc.
04/21/17 Commission Staffs Fifth Request for Information to Kentucky Utilities Company and Louisville Gas and Electric Company
04/21/17 Andy McDonald Public Comment
04/19/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Company and Louisville Gas and Electric Company’s Joint Motion seeking leave to file the enclosed Stipulation and Recommendation by nearly all of the parties to these proceedings. 2016-00370
04/19/17 Response Letters
04/19/17 Public Comments and Petitions from April 18, 2017 Public Meeting
04/18/17 Order Entered: Matthew E. Miller is admitted pro hac vice for the purpose of representing the Sierra Club in association with Mr. Childers in the above-styled proceeding, provided that Joe Childers or another member of the Kentucky Bar Association acts as co-counsel and is present at any and all proceedings before this Commission.
04/18/17 Order Entered: Casey A. Roberts is admitted pro hac vice for the purpose of representing the Sierra Club in association with Mr. Childers in the above-styled proceeding, provided that Joe Childers or another member of the Kentucky Bar Association acts as co-counsel and is present at any and all proceedings before this Commission.
04/18/17  Response E-mails

04/18/17  Roberta Burns and John Walter Public Comments

04/17/17  Matthew Gidcomb Public Comment

04/14/17  Don C. A. Parker Wal-Mart Stores East, LP and Sams East, Inc. Supplemental Testimony of Gregory W. Tillman

04/14/17  Gregory Dutton Kentucky League of Cities Supplemental Testimony of J. Pollock

04/14/17  Michael L. Kurtz, Esq., Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) KIUCs Supplemental Testimony and Exhibits of Stephen J. Baron

04/14/17  Kent A Chandler Kentucky Office of the Attorney General Supplemental Testimony of Glenn A. Watkins

04/14/17  Matt Malone The Kentucky School Boards Association Supplemental Testimony

04/14/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys Base Period update to Filing Requirements. Specifically, Filing Requirements:
  • 807 KAR 5:001 Section 16(7)(0) - includes monthly report for February 2017;
  • 807 KAR 5:001 Section 16(8)(a) - (n) as required by KRS 278.1 92(2

04/14/17  Stephen Sanders Public Comment

04/13/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys Responses to the Commission Staffs Fourth Request for Information, 2016-00370.

04/13/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys submission of the witness verification page for David Sinclair as a co-sponsor of the Supplemental Response to Question No. 97 of the Commission Staffs Second Request for Information.

04/13/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys submission of the witness verification page for David Sinclair as a co-sponsor of the Supplemental Response to Question No. 274 of the Attorney Generals Initial Data Requests for Information.

04/12/17  Don C. A. Parker Wal-Mart Stores East, LP and Sams East, Inc. Notice of Appearance of Additional Counsel

04/11/17  Joe F. Childers Alice Powell, Carl Vogel and Sierra Club Motion for Admission Pro Hac Vice of Casey Roberts by Alice Howell, Carl Vogel and Sierra Club

04/11/17  Joe F. Childers Alice Powell, Carl Vogel and Sierra Club Motion for Admission Pro Hac Vice of Matthew E. Miller by Alice Howell, Carl Vogel and Sierra Club

04/10/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys Rebuttal Testimony filing, 2016-00370.

04/10/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys ("KU" or "Company") Hearing Notice preparation documents, including instructions for KY Press, Inc., the hearing notice draft and the publication affidavit draft. 2016-00370.

04/10/17  Valarie Viers Public Comment

04/07/17  Order Entered: 1. KIUC's motions to revise the procedural schedules to allow for the filing of supplemental testimony on the issues of the Utilities' cost-of-service studies are granted. 2. The Joint Motions' request to dismiss these rate cases or to strike the Utilities' cost-of-service studies is denied, and the alternative relief to revise the procedural schedules is granted. 3. The revised procedural schedule set forth in the Appendix to this Order shall be followed in each of these rate cases.

04/07/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Louisville Gas and Electric Companys ("LGE") Supplemental Response to 807 KAR 5:001 Section 16(8)(g). 2016-00370

04/07/17  LW Cook Office of the Attorney General Updated Affidavits regarding Data Request Responses

04/06/17  Order Entered: 1. The Utilities' joint motion to schedule an informal conference is granted. 2. An informal conference shall be held on Wednesday, April 12, 2017, at 9:00 a.m. Eastern Daylight Time, at the Commission's offices at 211 Sower Boulevard, Frankfort, Kentucky, for the purpose of discussing the issues in these cases and the possible resolution of issues in these non-consolidated proceedings.

04/05/17  Jim Ryder Public Comment

04/05/17  Kent A Chandler Kentucky Office of the Attorney General Amended Responses to Certain Data Requests of LGE-KU

04/05/17  Order Entered: 1. Gardner Gillespie, Paul Werner, and Megan Grant are admitted, pro hac vice, for the purpose of representing KCTA in the above-styled proceeding, provided that Janice M. Theriot or another member of the Kentucky Bar Association acts as co-counsel and is present at any and all proceedings before this Commission. 2. KCTA's request to substitute Megan Grant as counsel for KCTA in place of Carrie Ross is granted.
Order Entered: pro hac vice, that Barry A. Naum is admitted for the purpose of representing Wal-Mart in the above-styled proceeding, provided that Don C. A. Parker or another member of the Kentucky Bar Association acts as co-counsel and is present at any and all proceedings before this Commission.

LW Cook Office of the Attorney General Joint Movants Reply to LGE-KU Response to Joint Movants Motions

Bates and Skidmore Community Action Council for Lexington-Fayette, Bourbon, Harrison, and Nicholas Counties, Inc. Revised Attachments for CACs Response to Data Request from KU and read first document

Robert C. Moore The Kroger Co. Krogers Supplemental Response to Data Requests of KU

W. Duncan Crosby III Kentucky Utilities Company Response of KU and LGE to Joint Motion

Matthew Malone Kentucky School Board Association Notice of Filing of Attachment to Response of KSBA to Kentucky Utilities Companys Data Requests

Commission Staffs Fourth Request for Information to Kentucky Utilities Company and Louisville Gas and Electric Company

Matthew Malone Kentucky School Board Association Notice of Filing of Verification Page for Data Requests

Notice of Filing Hearing Documents

Public Comments of Jositua Sharpio

Public Comments of Stanley Houston

Matt Malone The Kentucky School Boards Association Response to Motion of KIUC and AG, et. al.

Janice Theriot Kentucky Cable Telecommunications Association KCTAs Response to Data Requests

Cheryl R Winn BellSouth Telecommunications, LLC ATT Kentuckys Responses to Commission Staffs Initial Requests for Information and ATT Kentuckys Responses to KU and LGEs Data Requests

Kent A Chandler Kentucky Office of the Attorney General OAG Witness Affidavits

Kent A Chandler Kentucky Office of the Attorney General AGs Workpapers, Files and Articles for Witness Woolridges Responses

Kent A Chandler Kentucky Office of the Attorney General AGs Workpapers, Files and Articles for Witness Woolridges Responses

Kent A Chandler Kentucky Office of the Attorney General AGs Workpapers, Files and Articles for Witness Woolridges Responses

Kent A Chandler Kentucky Office of the Attorney General AGs Workpapers, Files and Articles for Witness Woolridges Responses

Kent A Chandler Kentucky Office of the Attorney General AGs Responses to Data Requests and Motion for Partial Deviation

Kent A Chandler Kentucky Office of the Attorney General et al. Joint Motion to Dismiss

Michael L. Kurtz, Esq., Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) RESPONSES OF KENTUCKY INDUSTRIAL UTILITY CUSTOMERS, INC. to KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY, COMMISSION STAFF and the KENTUCKY LEAGUE OF CITYs INITIAL REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION

Gregory Dutton Kentucky League of Cities KLC Response to RFI from KU

Gregory Dutton Kentucky League of Cities KLC Response to PSC RFI

Joe F. Childers Alice Howell, Carl Vogel and Sierra Club Responses of Alice Howell, Carl Vogel, and Sierra Club to Staff Data Requests

Don C. A. Parker Wal-Mart Stores East, LP and Sams East, Inc. Walmarts Response to Data Request from Kentucky Utilities Company

Joe F. Childers Alice Powell, Carl Vogel and Sierra Club Responses of Alice Howell, Carl Vogel and Sierra Club to KU Data Requests

Bates and Skidmore Community Action Council for Lexington-Fayette, Bourbon, Harrison, and Nicholas Counties, Inc. Responses to Data Requests from Kentucky Utilities Company and Commission Staff

M Todd Osterloh LFUCGs Responses to Commission Staffs and Kentucky Utilities Requests for Information

Bates and Skidmore Community Action Council for Lexington-Fayette, Bourbon, Harrison, and Nicholas Counties, Inc. Response to Data Requests from Kentucky Utilities Company
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03/31/17 Misty Avery Et Al Public Comments
03/30/17 Kendrick R. Riggs of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company KU-LGE Joint Motion for Informal Conference
03/30/17 Kendrick R. Riggs of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company KU-LGE Joint Response to KIUC Petition to Amend Procedural Schedule
03/30/17 Michael L. Kurtz, Esq., Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) Petition of Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) to Amend Procedural Schedule
03/30/17 Daniel Rowland Public Comment
03/29/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companies ("KU") Supplemental Response to Question No. 274 of the Attorney Generals Initial Data Requests for Information. 2016-00370.
03/29/17 Barbara Farley Public Comment
03/28/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companies ("KU") Supplemental Response to Question No. 3 of Krogers Supplemental Requests for Information. 2016-00370.
03/28/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companies ("KU") Revised Attachment to Response to Question No. 45 to the Kentucky League of Cities First Request for Information. 2016-00370.
03/28/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companies ("KU") Supplemental Response to Question No. 19 of the Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers, Inc. Second Set of Data Requests. 2016-00370.
03/28/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companies ("KU") Supplemental Responses to Question Nos. 20, 22, and 125(b) of the Attorney Generals Initial Data Requests for Information. 2016-00370.
03/28/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companies ("KU") Hearing Notice preparation documents, including instructions for KY Press, Inc., the hearing notice draft and the publication affidavit draft for paper and electronic filing. 2016-00370
03/28/17 Heather Mahoney Public Comment
03/27/17 Janice Theriot Kentucky Cable Telecommunications Association KCTA Objections to Certain Data Requests
03/27/17 LW Cook Office of the Attorney General OAGs Objections to Certain Discovery Questions
03/27/17 Wendy Rowland Public Comment
03/23/17 Lois Gillespie Et Al Public Comments
03/22/17 Don C. A. Parker Wal-Mart Stores East, LP and Sams East, Inc. Motion to Admit Barry A. Naum Pro Hac Vice
03/22/17 Anna Bard Et Al Public Comments
03/21/17 Chriss Turner Public Comment
03/21/17 Raquel Keenan Et Al Public Comments
03/20/17 Response E-mails
03/17/17 Kendrick R. Riggs of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company KU-LGE DRs to the Atty General, KIUC, AT&T, KCTA, KSBA, Kroger, Sierra Club and Wal-Mart
03/17/17 Kendrick R. Riggs of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company KUs data requests to Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government, KY League of Cities, and Community Action Council
03/17/17 Gregory Dutton Kentucky League of Cities Request for Information
03/17/17 Gregory Dutton Kentucky League of Cities Request for Information from OAG
03/17/17 Commission Staffs Initial Request for Information to AT&T
03/17/17 Commission Staffs Initial Request for Information to Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers, Inc.
03/17/17 Commission Staffs Initial Request for Information to Sierra Club, Alice Howell, and Carl Vogel
03/17/17 Commission Staffs Initial Request for Information to Kentucky League of Cities
03/17/17 Commission Staffs Initial Request for Information to Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government
03/17/17 Commission Staffs Initial Request for Information to Kentucky Cable Telecommunications Association
03/17/17 Commission Staffs Initial Request for Information to The Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Kentucky
03/17/17 Commission Staffs Initial Request for Information to Community Action Council for Lexington-Fayette, Bourbon, Harrison, and Nicholas Counties, Inc.
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03/17/17  Commission Staff's Initial Request for Information to Kentucky School Boards Association

03/16/17  Public comments of Linda Kubala
03/16/17  Public comments of Cecilia Gass
03/16/17  Public comments of Ronald Mawby

03/15/17  Order Entered: The March 10, 2017 Order is modified to the limited extent that a hearing shall be held on Tuesday, March 28, 2017, at 1:00 p.m. Eastern Daylight Time, at the Commission's offices at 211 Sower Boulevard, Frankfort, Kentucky, for the purposes of discussing among Commissioners, Commission Staff, and counsel for participating parties the settlement discussion procedures and the Commission's review of any resulting settlement agreements or stipulations.

03/15/17  M. Todd Osterloh Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government Withdrawal of Petition for Confidential Treatment

03/15/17  Sara Tiel Public Comment
03/15/17  Mary Miller Public Comment
03/14/17  Kent A Chandler Kentucky Office of the Attorney General Attorney General's Response
03/14/17  William Wheeler Public Comment
03/13/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companies ("KU") Revised Response to Question No. 52 to the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Governments Second Request for Information - 2016-00370.
03/13/17  Barbara Hagan Public Comment

03/10/17  Order Entered: An informal conference shall be held on Tuesday, March 28, 2017, at 1:00 p.m. Eastern Daylight Time, at the Commission's offices at 211 Sower Boulevard, Frankfort, Kentucky, to discuss the settlement discussion procedures.

03/08/17  Kendrick R. Riggs of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company KU-LGE Joint Motion for Informal Conference

03/08/17  Joseph Davidson Public Comment
03/08/17  Alma Roberts Public Comment
03/06/17  Kent A Chandler Kentucky Office of the Attorney General AGs Motion to Deviate
03/06/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company John P. Malloys Verification Page for his Kentucky Utilities Companies ("KU") Supplemental Response to Question No. 326 of the Attorney Generals Initial Data Requests for Information dated March 3, 2017 - 2016-00370.

03/03/17  Janice Theriot Kentucky Cable Telecommunications Association Kentucky Cable Telecommunications Associations Witness Testimony

03/03/17  Cheryl R Winn BellSouth Telecommunications, LLC Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Mark Peters, Kevin Early, and Daniel Rhinehart on Behalf of ATT Kentucky.

03/03/17  Don C. A. Parker Wal-Mart Stores East, LP and Sams East, Inc. Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Gregory W. Tillman

03/03/17  Gregory Dutton Kentucky League of Cities Direct Testimony of Kentucky League of Cities

03/03/17  M Todd Osterloh LFUCG Petition for Confidential Treatment

03/03/17  M Todd Osterloh LFUCG Testimony of Douglas Jester

03/03/17  Kent Chandler Kentucky Office of the Attorney General Watkins Spreadsheets Supporting Pre-filed Testimony

03/03/17  Kent Chandler Kentucky Office of the Attorney General Watkins Spreadsheets Supporting Pre-filed Testimony

03/03/17  Michael L. Kurtz, Esq., Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Stephen J. Baron, Lane Kollen, Richard Baudino, Dennis Goins and Mary Jean Riley

03/03/17  Robert C. Moore The Kroger Co. Prefiled Direct Testimony

03/03/17  Joe F. Childers Alice Powell, Carl Vogel and Sierra Club Corrected Testimony of Jonathan Wallach

03/03/17  Joe F. Childers Alice Powell, Carl Vogel and Sierra Club Testimony of Jonathan Wallach

03/03/17  Matthew Malone Kentucky School Boards Association Direct Testimony of Ron Willhite

03/03/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companies ("KU") Supplemental Response to Question No. 326 of the Attorney Generals Initial Data Requests for Information - 2016-00370

03/03/17  Bates and Skidmore Community Action Council for Lexington-Fayette, Bourbon, Harrison, and Nicholas Counties, Inc. Direct Testimony of Malcolm J. Ratchford, Verification, and Cover Letter
02/28/17  Stanley Houston Public Comment

02/27/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys ("KU") Supplemental Response to Question No. 30 of the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Governments Second Request for Information - 2016-00370

02/27/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys ("KU") Supplemental Attachments to Responses to Question Nos. 12 and 13 to the Kentucky League of Cities Second Request for Information - 2016-00370.

02/27/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys ("KU") Supplemental Response to Question No. 19 of the Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers, Inc. Second Set of Data Requests - 2016-00370.

02/27/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys ("KU") Supplemental Responses to Question Nos. 46 and 60(c) of the Commission Staffs First Request for Information. Also, a Supplemental Response to Question No. 35 of the Commission Staffs Second Request for Information - 2016-

02/27/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys ("KU") Supplemental Responses to Question Nos. 20, 22, and 125(b) of the Attorney Generals Initial Data Requests for Information - 2016-00370.

02/22/17  Michell Weiner Et Al Public Comments

02/21/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys ("KU") corrected Verification Pages to the Attorney Generals Supplemental Request for Information - 2016-00370

02/21/17  Douglas Dahlman Public Comment

02/20/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys ("KU") Supplemental Response to Question No. 54 (collective impact of corrections identified in the course of this case with supporting spreadsheets and workpapers) of the Commission Staffs First Request for Information - 2016-0

02/20/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to Sierra Clubs ("SC") Supplemental Requests for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.

02/20/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys ("KU") Second Amended Privileged Log pertaining to all data responses KU filed in the above referenced matter - Case No. 2016-00370.

02/20/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys ("KU") Petition for Confidential Protection regarding certain information in this filing pertaining to data-request responses KU filed in the above referenced matter on February 20, 2017 - Case No. 2016-00370.

02/20/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to Lexington-Fayette Urban County Governments ("LFUCG") Second Request for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.

02/20/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to Kentucky School Boards Associations ("KSBA") Supplemental Request for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.

02/20/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to Krogers Supplemental Requests for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.

02/20/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to Attorney Generals ("AG") Supplemental Data Requests for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.

02/20/17  Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to ATTs Supplemental Requests for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.
02/20/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to the Kentucky Public Service Commissions ("KPSC") third Request for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.

02/14/17 Kendrick R. Riggs of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company KUs objections to certain 2nd set of data requests

02/14/17 Lisa Meserve Public Comment

02/13/17 Kendrick R. Riggs of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company KUs verification page of John P. Malloy to suppl KCTA 1-25

02/13/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys ("KU") Revised Attachment 3 to Response to Question No. 60 of the Attorney Generals Initial Data Requests.

02/10/17 Kendrick R. Riggs of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company KUs Supplemental Response to KCTA 1-25

02/10/17 Lana Gallop Public Comment

02/09/17 Kendrick R. Riggs of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company KUs First Amended Privilege Log

02/09/17 Kendrick R. Riggs of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company KUs Supplemental Response to Sierra Club 1-20b

02/09/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys ("KU") Revised Attachments to Response to Question No. 8 to the Kentucky League of Cities First Request for Information.

02/09/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys ("KU") Supplemental Attachment to Response Question No. 46 to the Kentucky League of Cities First Request for Information.

02/08/17 Response E-mail to Lancaster

02/08/17 Cheryl Kennedy Public Comment

02/07/17 Cheryl R Winn BellSouth Telecommunications, LLC d/b/a ATT Kentucky ATT Kentuckys Supplemental Data Requests to KU - Corrected caption

02/07/17 LW Cook OAG OAG Supplemental Data Requests

02/07/17 Janice Theriot Kentucky Cable Telecommunications Association Kentucky Cable Telecommunications Associations Second Requests for Information

02/07/17 Gregory Dutton Kentucky League of Cities KLC Second RFI to KU

02/07/17 M. Todd Osterloh Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government LFUCG Second Request for Information to Kentucky Utilities

02/07/17 Cheryl R Winn BellSouth Telecommunications, LLC d/b/a ATT Kentucky ATT Kentuckys Supplemental Data Requests to KU

02/07/17 Robert C. Moore The Kroger Company Supplemental Requests for Information to KU

02/07/17 Commission Staffs Third Request for Information to Kentucky Utilities Company

02/07/17 Michael L. Kurtz, Esq., Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) 2nd Set of Data Requests to Kentucky Utilities Company

02/07/17 Joe F. Childers Alice Powell, Carl Vogel and Sierra Club Supplemental Data Requests of Alice Powell, Carl Vogel and Sierra Club

02/07/17 David Carpenter, MD Et Al Public Comment

02/06/17 Matt Malone Kentucky School Boards Association Supplemental Data Requests

02/03/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companys ("KU") Supplemental Responses to the Attorney Generals Initial Request for Information in the above-referenced matter. A supplemental response is provided for Question No. 297.

02/02/17 Response E-mails to Miller and Napier

02/01/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Companys ("KU") January 25, 2017 electronically filed responses to the Kentucky Cable Telecommunications Associations First Request for Information

02/01/17 Order Entered: 1. The motion of EKPC to intervene is denied. 2. KU's motion for leave to file its sur-reply is granted. 3. EKPC's First Request for Information to Kentucky Utilities Company submitted on January 10, 2017, is stricken from the record of this matter.

02/01/17 Mildred Hiles Public Comment

01/30/17 Letter Filing Documents into the Record

01/27/17 Rick E. Lovekamp Kentucky Utilities Company KU Supplemental Responses to Question No. 46 and 60(c) of Commission Staffs First Request for Information

01/27/17 Marian C. Burton Public Comment

01/26/17 Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Please find enclosed and accept for filing the redacted version of the confidential information filed in response to Item No. 3(a) of the Kentucky League of Cities' Initial Data Requests for Information with the Kentucky Public Service Commission pursuant
Notice of Filing Documents

Order Entered: 1. A hearing in this matter shall be held on Tuesday, May 2, 2017, at 9:00 a.m. Eastern Daylight Time, at the offices of the Public Service Commission at 211 Sower Boulevard, Frankfort, Kentucky. 2. Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") shall give notice of the hearing in compliance with 807 KAR 5:001, Section 9(2)(b). In addition, the notice of hearing shall include the following statement: "This hearing will be streamed live and may be viewed on the PSC website, psc.ky.gov." At the time the notice is mailed or publication is requested, KU shall forward a duplicate of the notice and request to the Commission. 3. Pursuant to KRS 278.360 and 807 KAR 5:001, Section 9(9), a digital video transcript and a stenographic transcript shall be made of the hearing.

Robert G. Waddell
Public Comment

Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company
Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to Attorney Generals ("AG") first Request for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.

Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company
Kentucky Utilities Companies ("KU") Privileged Log pertaining to all data responses KU filed in the above referenced matter on January 25, 2017 - Case No. 2016-00370.

Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company
Kentucky Utilities Companies ("KU") Petition for Confidential Protection regarding certain information in this filing pertaining to data-request responses KU filed in the above referenced matter on January 25, 2017 - Case No. 2016-00370.

Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company
Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to Sierra Clubs ("SC") first Request for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.

Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company
Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to Lexington-Fayette Urban County Governments ("LFUCG") first Request for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.

Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company
Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to Kentucky School Boards Associations ("KSBA") first Request for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.

Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company
Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to Krogers first Request for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.

Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company
Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to Kentucky League of Cities ("KLC") first Request for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.

Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company
Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers ("KIUC") first Request for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.

Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company
Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to Kentucky Cable Telecommunications Associations ("KCTA") first Request for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.

Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company
Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to Community Action Councils ("CAC") first Request for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.

Derek A Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company
Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to Kentucky Public Service Commissions ("KPSC") second Request
for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.

01/24/17  Response E-mails to Cardwell, Classen, Haydon, Jones, Pasch, and Rhodes

01/24/17  Michael L. Kurtz, Esq., Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) Correspondence of KIUC re: KUs Objections to certain KIUC Data Requests

01/24/17  Michael L. Kurtz, Esq., Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers, Inc. (KIUC) Written Statement in Response to Commissions Order of Procedure

01/23/17  Kathy Tidd Public Comment

01/20/17  Kendrick R. Riggs of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company KUs objections to certain data requests in the initial set of data requests

01/20/17  Derek A. Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companies ("KU") Supplemental Responses to the Commission Staffs Initial Request for Information dated November 10, 2016 for Question No. 27.

01/19/17  Janice Theriot Kentucky Cable Telecommunications Association KCTAs Motion to Admit Counsel to Appear Pro Hac Vice

01/17/17  Order Entered: 1. A hearing in this matter for the purpose of receiving oral arguments from EKPC in support of its request for intervention and from KU regarding its objections to EKPC's request shall be held on Monday, January 23, 2017, at 2:00 p.m. Eastern Standard Time, at the offices of the Public Service Commission at 211 Sower Boulevard, Frankfort, Kentucky. 2. EKPC shall present its oral argument first, followed by the presentation of oral arguments from KU.

01/17/17  Joe F. Childers Alice Powell, Carl Vogel and Sierra Club Sierra Clubs Notice of Acceptance of Electronic Service

01/16/17  Gregory Dutton Kentucky League of Cities Written Response to Commission Order

01/13/17  Nancy A Stadlander Public Comments

01/13/17  Public Comment of Lesley Mullen

01/12/17  Response E-mail to Trager

01/11/17  Janice M. Theriot Kentucky Cable Telecommunications Association KCTAs First Requests for Information to KU

01/11/17  Cheryl R Winn BellSouth Telecommunications, LLC d/b/a ATT Kentucky ATT Kentuckys Requests For Information to Kentucky Utilities

01/11/17  M.Todd Osterloh Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government First Request for Information to Kentucky Utilities by LFUCG

01/11/17  Matt Malone Kentucky School Boards Association Data Requests

01/11/17  Kent A Chandler Kentucky Office of the Attorney General Attorney Generals Initial Data Request

01/11/17  Robert C. Moore The Kroger Company Requests for Information

01/11/17  Commission Staff's Second Request for Information to Kentucky Utilities Company

01/11/17  Gregory Dutton Kentucky League of Cities Kentucky League of Cities Initial RFI for KU

01/11/17  Order Entered: The motion of AT&T Kentucky to intervene is granted.

2. AT&T Kentucky shall be entitled to the full rights of a party and shall be served with the Commission's Orders and with filed testimony, exhibits, pleadings, correspondence, and all other documents submitted by parties after the date of this Order.

01/11/17  Order Entered: The motion of Alice Howell, Carl Vogel, and the Sierra Club to intervene is granted.

2. Alice Howell, Carl Vogel, and the Sierra Club shall be entitled to the full rights of a party and shall be served with the Commission's Orders and with filed

01/11/17  Order Entered: The motion of KLC to intervene is granted.

2. KLC shall be entitled to the full rights of a party and shall be served with the Commission's Orders and with filed testimony, exhibits, pleadings, correspondence, and all other documents submitted by parties after the date of this Order.

3. KLC shall comply with all provisions of the Commission's regulations, 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8, related to the service and electronic filing of documents.

4. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8(9), within seven days of entry of this Order, KLC shall file a written statement with the Commission that:

01/11/17  Joe F. Childers Alice Powell, Carl Vogel and Sierra Club Sierra Clubs Initial Data Requests to KU

01/11/17  Joe F. Childers Alice Powell, Carl Vogel and Sierra Club Sierra Clubs Initial Data Requests to KU

01/11/17  Michael L. Kurtz, Esq., Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) KIU Cs First Set of Data Requests to Kentucky Utilities Company

01/11/17  Bates and Skidmore Community Action Council for Lexington-Fayette, Bourbon, Harrison, and Nicholas Counties, Inc. Initial Request for Information to Kentucky Utilities Company and read first
document
01/10/17  Mark David Goss East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc. EKPCs First Request for Information to KU
01/09/17  Derek Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities
   Companies (“KU”) Certificate of Completed Notice and a Petition.
01/09/17  Cora Pennington and Ralph Evitts Public Comments
01/06/17  Kendrick R. Riggs of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company KUs Mtn for Leave to File
   Sur-Reply and Sur-Reply toEKPC
01/05/17  Response E-mails to Anderson, Bond, Carter, Clark, Cramer, DeWitt, Jamison, King, Lacy, Lanz,
   Mudd, Rexroat, and Weaver
01/05/17  Janice Theriot Kentucky Cable Telecommunications Association Procedural Filing with Electronic Mail
   Addresses
01/05/17  Helga Grigsby Public Comment
01/04/17  Donna Moberly Public Comment
01/03/17  Cheryl R Winn BellSouth Telecommunications, LLC d/b/a ATT Kentucky ATT Kentuckys Reply in
   Support of ATT Kentuckys Motion to Intervene
01/03/17  Gregory Dutton Kentucky League of Cities KLC Reply to KU Objection
01/03/17  Joe F. Childers Alice Powell, Carl Vogel and Sierra Club Reply in Support of Petition for Full
   Intervention
01/03/17  Derek Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities
   Companies (“KU”) Supplemental Responses to Question Nos. 46 and 60(c) of the Commission Staffs
   First Request for Information in the above referenced case.
01/03/17  David S. Samford East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc. EKPCs Reply in Support of its Motion for
   Leave to Intervene
01/03/17  Paula Wright Et Al Public Comments
01/02/17  Matt Malone Kentucky School Boards Association Written Response to Commission Order
12/29/16  W. Duncan Crosby III of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company KUs Objection to ATT
   Kentuckys Mtn to Intervene
12/29/16  W. Duncan Crosby III of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company KUs objection to the
   KY League of Cities Mtn to Intervene
12/29/16  Response Letters
12/29/16  Danny Click Public Comment
12/28/16  Kendrick R. Riggs of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company KUs Objection to EKPCs
   Motion for Leave to Intervene
12/27/16  Kendrick R. Riggs Kentucky Utilities Company Kentucky Utilities Companies Objection to Motion for
   Full Intervention
12/27/16  Order Entered: 1. The motion of KSBA to intervene is granted. 2. KSBA shall be entitled to the full
   rights of a party and shall be served with the Commission's Orders and with filed testimony, exhibits,
   pleadings, correspondence, and all other documents submitted by parties after the date of this Order.
   3. KSBA shall comply with all provisions of the Commission's regulations, 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8,
   related to the service and electronic filing of documents. 4. KSBA shall adhere to the procedural
   schedule set forth in the Commission's December 13, 2016 Order and as amended by subsequent
   Orders. 5. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8(9), within seven days of entry of this Order, KSBA
   shall file a written statement with the Commission that: a. Certifies that it, or its agent, possesses the
   facilities to receive electronic transmissions; and b. Sets forth the electronic mail address to which all
   electronic notices and messages related to this proceeding should be served.
12/27/16  Order Entered: 1. The motion of KCTA to intervene is granted. 2. KCTA shall be entitled to the full
   rights of a party and shall be served with the Commission's Orders and with filed testimony, exhibits,
   pleadings, correspondence, and all other documents submitted by parties after the date of this Order.
   3. KCTA shall comply with all provisions of the Commission's regulations, 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8,
   related to the service and electronic filing of documents. 4. KCTA shall adhere to the procedural
   schedule set forth in the Commission's December 13, 2016 Order and as amended by subsequent
   Orders. 5. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8(9), within seven days of entry of this Order, KCTA
   shall file a written statement with the Commission that: a. Certifies that it, or its agent, possesses the
   facilities to receive electronic transmissions; and b. Sets forth the electronic mail address to which all
   electronic notices and messages related to this proceeding should be served.
12/27/16  Response E-mails to Embry, Schorr, and Sublett
12/27/16  Carolyn Nicholas Et Al Public Comments
12/22/16  Gregory Dutton Kentucky League of Cities Motion to Intervene
Regular Cases Before the Commission as of May 30, 2020

12/22/16 Don C. A. Parker Wal-Mart Stores East, LP and Sams East, Inc. Wal-Mart Stores East, LP and Sams East, Inc.s Written Statement in Response to the Commissions Order of Procedure
12/22/16 Cheryl R Winn BellSouth Telecommunications, LLC d/b/a ATT Kentucky Motion to Intervene
12/22/16 Letter Regarding Raff Continued Participation
12/22/16 Wanda Wiley Public Comment
12/21/16 Mark David Goss East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc. EKPCs Motion for Leave to Intervene
12/21/16 Response E-mails to Loy, Wilcox and Wilcox
12/21/16 M Todd Osterloh LFUCG Notice of Appearance and Written Response to Commission Order
12/21/16 CP Kad and Darrell Loving Public Comments
12/20/16 Joe F. Childers Alice Howell, Carl Vogel, and Sierra Club Motion to Intervene filed by Alice Howell, Carl Vogel and Sierra Club
12/20/16 Janice M. Theriot Kentucky Cable Telecommunications Association Motion to Intervene on behalf of the KCTA
12/20/16 Order Entered: 1. The motion of LFUCG to intervene is granted. 2. LFUCG shall be entitled to the full rights of a party and shall be served with the Commission’s Orders and with filed testimony, exhibits, pleadings, correspondence, and all other documents submitted by parties after the date of this Order. 3. LFUCG shall comply with all provisions of the Commission’s regulations, 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8, related to the service and electronic filing of documents. 4. LFUCG shall adhere to the procedural schedule set forth in the Commission’s December 13, 2016 Order and as amended by subsequent Orders. 5. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8(9), within seven days of entry of this Order, LFUCG shall file a written statement with the Commission that: a. Certifies that it, or its agent, possesses the facilities to receive electronic transmissions; and b. Sets forth the electronic mail address to which all electronic notices and messages related to this proceeding should be served.
12/20/16 Order Entered: 1. The motion of Wal-Mart to intervene is granted. 2. Wal-Mart shall be entitled to the full rights of a party and shall be served with the Commission’s Orders and with filed testimony, exhibits, pleadings, correspondence, and all other documents submitted by parties after the date of this Order. 3. Wal-Mart shall comply with all provisions of the Commission’s regulations, 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8, related to the service and electronic filing of documents. 4. Wal-Mart shall adhere to the procedural schedule set forth in the Commission’s December 13, 2016 Order and as amended by subsequent Orders. 5. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8(9), within seven days of entry of this Order, Wal-Mart shall file a written statement with the Commission that: a. Certifies that it, or its agent, possesses the facilities to receive electronic transmissions; and b. Sets forth the electronic mail address to which all electronic notices and messages related to this proceeding should be served.
12/20/16 Tommy Whelan Et Al Public Comment
12/19/16 Order Entered: 1. Muhlenberg Parks’ request to intervene is rejected for filing. 2. The tendered letter requesting to intervene shall be considered as public comment. 3. Muhlenberg Parks may file by December 22, 2016, a timely motion to intervene signed by an attorney licensed to practice law in Kentucky and containing a response to KU’s objections as to compliance with 807 KAR 5:001, Section 4(11). Any motion to intervene filed after that date shall also include good cause for the untimely motion.
12/19/16 Matt Malone Kentucky School Boards Association Motion to Intervene
12/19/16 Dale Welborn Et Al Public Comments
12/16/16 W.D. Figgins Public Comment
12/16/16 Tyler Atchely and Mary Shumate Public Comments
12/15/16 Response E-mails to Harper, Lee, and Xu
12/15/16 Response E-mails to Dornbusch and Peel
12/14/16 Sandra Brown Et Al Public Comments
12/13/16 Order Entered: 1. KU’s proposed rates are suspended for six months, up to and including June 30, 2017. 2. The procedural schedule set forth in the Appendix to this Order shall be followed. 3. a. Responses to requests for information in paper medium shall be appropriately bound, tabbed and indexed and shall include the name of the witness responsible for responding to questions related to the information provided, with an original and six copies in paper medium and an electronic version to the Commission. b. Each response shall be answered under oath or, for representatives of a public or private corporation or a partnership or an association or a governmental agency, be accompanied by a signed certification of the preparer or person supervising the preparation
of the response on behalf of the entity that the response is true and accurate to the best of that person's knowledge, information, and belief formed after a reasonable inquiry. c. Any party shall make timely amendment to any prior response if it obtains information which indicates that the response was incorrect when made or, though correct when made, is now incorrect in any material respect. d. For any request to which a party fails or refuses to furnish all or part of the requested information, that party shall provide a written explanation of the specific grounds for its failure to completely and precisely respond.

12/13/16 Earl Johnson and Debra Dillingham Public Comments
12/12/16 W. Duncan Crosby III of Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC Kentucky Utilities Company KUs Response to Greater Muhlenberg Park and Recs Request to Intervene
12/12/16 Wally and Freeda Johnson Et Al Public Comments
12/12/16 Donnie Crump Public Comments
12/09/16 Patrick Bowling Public Comment
12/08/16 Don C. A. Parker Wal-Mart Stores East, LP and Sams East, Inc. Motion to Intervene of Wal-Mart Stores East, LP and Sams East, Inc.
12/08/16 Derek Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU") Responses to the Commission Staffs First Request for Information for paper and electronic filing - Case No. 2016-00370.
12/08/16 R.C. Thompson Public Comment
12/07/16 Thomas Beatty and Charlotte McGuffy Public Comments
12/06/16 Response E-mails to Brown, Conlan, and Juliano
12/06/16 Tommy Barton Greater Muhlenberg Parks and Recreation Request for Intervention
12/05/16 PSC Response E-mails to Barton, Davis, Denniston, Farley, Patrick, and Robinson
12/02/16 No Deficiency Letter
12/02/16 Mildred Hiles Public Comment
12/01/16 Jerry Drubble Public Comment
11/30/16 Beverly Wise Public Comment
11/23/16 Derek Rahn Kentucky Utilities Company Enclosed please find and accept for filing Kentucky Utilities Companys ("KU") Application, Statutory Notice, and Filing Requirements for paper and electronic filing of an adjustment of its Electric Rates and for Certificates of Public Convenience and Necess
11/22/16 Bates and Skidmore Community Action Council for Lexington-Fayette, Bourbon, Harrison, and Nicholas Counties, Inc. Written Statement and Waiver
11/22/16 Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government Motion to Intervene
11/21/16 Order Entered: 1. The motion of CAC to intervene is granted. 2. CAC shall be entitled to the full rights of a party and shall be served with the Commission's Orders and with filed testimony, exhibits, pleadings, correspondence, and all other documents submitted by parties after the date of this Order. 3. CAC shall comply with all provisions of the Commission's regulations, 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8, related to the service and electronic filing of documents. 4. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8(9), within seven days of entry of this Order, CAC shall file a written statement with the Commission that: a. Certifies that it, or its agent, possesses the facilities to receive electronic transmissions; and b. Sets forth the electronic mail address to which all electronic notices and messages related to this proceeding should be served.
11/17/16 Order Entered: 1. The motion of Kroger to intervene is granted. 2. Kroger shall be entitled to the full rights of a party and shall be served with the Commission's Orders and with filed testimony, exhibits, pleadings, correspondence, and all other documents submitted by parties after the date of this Order. 3. Kroger shall comply with all provisions of the Commission's regulations, 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8, related to the service and electronic filing of documents. 4. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8(9), within seven days of entry of this Order, Kroger shall file a written statement with the Commission that: a. Certifies that it, or its agent, possesses the facilities to receive electronic transmissions; and b. Sets forth the electronic mail address to which all electronic notices and messages related to this proceeding should be served.
11/16/16 Order Entered: 1. The motion of the Attorney General to intervene is granted. 2. The Attorney General shall be entitled to the full rights of a party and shall be served with the Commission's Orders and with filed testimony, exhibits, pleadings, correspondence, and all other documents submitted by parties after the date of this Order. 3. The Attorney General shall comply with all provisions of the Commission's regulation, 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8, related to the service and filing of documents. 4. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8(9), within seven days from the date
of this Order, the Attorney General shall file a written statement with the Commission a. Certifies that he, or his agent, possesses the facilities to receive electronic transmissions; and b. Sets forth the electronic mail address to which all electronic notices and messages related to this proceeding should be served.

11/16/16 Bates and Skidmore Community Action Council for Lexington-Fayette, Bourbon, Harrison, and Nicholas Counties, Inc. Motion to Intervene

11/14/16 Robert C. Moore The Kroger Company Petition for Full Intervention

11/10/16 Commission Staff's First Request for Information to Kentucky Utilities Company

11/07/16 L Cook Kentucky Office of the Attorney General OAG Motion to Intervene and Notice of Waiver of Service by U.S. Mail

11/01/16 Order Entered: 1. The motion of KIUC to intervene is granted. 2. KIUC shall be entitled to the full rights of a party and shall be served with the Commission's Orders and with filed testimony, exhibits, pleadings, correspondence, and all other documents submitted by parties after the date of this Order. 3. KIUC shall comply with all provisions of the Commission's regulations, 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8, related to the service and electronic filing of documents. 4. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8(9), within seven days of entry of this Order, KIUC shall file a written statement with the Commission that: a. Certifies that it, or its agent, possesses the facilities to receive electronic transmissions; and b. Sets forth the electronic mail address to which all electronic notices and messages related to this proceeding should be served.

10/26/16 Michael L. Kurtz, Esq., Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers (KIUC) Motion to Intervene

10/24/16 Order Entered: 1. All future correspondence or filings in connection with this case shall reference the above case number. 2. All documents submitted in this proceeding shall comply with the Commission's rules of procedure as set forth in 807 KAR 5:001 and any deviation from these rules shall be submitted in writing to the Commission for consideration. 3. Any party filing a paper shall upload an electronic version using the Commission's E-Filing System and shall file an original and six copies in paper medium, except that only two copies in paper medium shall be filed of maps, plans, specifications, and drawings pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 15(2)(d). 4. Any request for confidential treatment of material submitted shall conform to the requirements in 807 KAR 5:001(13). 5. Materials submitted to the Commission which do not comply with the rules of procedure or that do not have an approved deviation are subject to rejection pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 3.

10/21/16 Kentucky Utilities Company Notice of Intent to File Application for an Adjustment of Its Electric Rates and for Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity Using Electronic Filing Procedures

Total Number of Cases: 1